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Welcome

W

e’ve moved the WorldECR Forum forward in the calendar this year – it may be less
than a year that separates the 2018 London and DC Forums from last year’s, but what a
difference seven months can make! Our line-up of sessions this year reflects all the major
developments and trend directions that have emerged or accelerated since then:
l The prospect of talks between the United States and North Korea (and super-heavy
sanctions against the latter in the meantime)
l Another term for Vladimir Putin and a frostier relationship between East and West
l Human rights and Magnitsky sanctions – now firmly on the compliance agenda
l The impact of BREXIT from a trade controls perspective – and not just for UK businesses

Tom Blass,
Editor,
WorldECR

l China’s new export control regime – a welcome safeguard against non-proliferation, or
strategically placed ‘mirror’ to US regulations?
Of course, the Forum is not a place only for discussion of the impact on trade of geopolitical
developments – there’s enormous benefit to be gained from shared experiences in practical
issues and questions such as:
l Are my colleagues compliant when they travel abroad and – likewise – are we compliant
when we have visitors to our premises and facilities?
l How should my company be responding to the long-term threats and opportunities
presented by technological innovation such as additive manufacturing and AI?
l Bitcoin and blockchain – shaking up business processes, but what does it mean for
compliance?
l Is our compliance function equipped to manage a plurality of export control regimes?
l Is our restricted party screening process fit for purpose?
l Am I using data efficiently – and in such a way that supports the bottom line?
All food for thought which you’ll have the opportunity to share at both our Washington DC
(4-5 June) and London (28-29 June) events with our line-up of hugely experienced
practitioners from companies including GE, Accenture, Arconic, Google, Rolls-Royce, Saab,
ZTE, MTU Aero and more, as well as with leading lawyers and experts from leading
international institutions.
Past attendees of WorldECR Forum events know that they provide an unparalleled
opportunity to make contacts, learn from peers and mentors, share ideas and concerns,
broaden horizons – and take the lead in the increasingly demanding and complex domain of
sanctions and export control compliance.
As in previous years, you can enjoy an optional dinner on the first evening of the Forum,
following the drinks reception. To date, this relaxed and informal dinner for speakers,
panellists and delegates, held in a local restaurant, has proven a great success. It is optional –
there is an additional charge – but it is always a fun end to a long day and a great opportunity
to build new contacts.
Key dates and offers
Please allow me to draw your attention to the following:
l If you register by 1 June you can save £200 l Additional delegates from the same
organisation can save an additional £100 l WorldECR subscribers and past Forum
attendees can claim a 10% discount.
Join us in London this June. We look forward to seeing you. Booking forms and logistics are at
the end of this programme.
Tom Blass
Editor, WorldECR
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London 2018: Speakers and their Sessions
Diego Candano Laris – Multilateral developments
It’s only natural that most companies look to their national government’s competent
authorities as the source of their trade control compliance obligations. In the export
control space, of course, underpinning much of the relevant research and dialogue
between nations is the work of the multilateral export control organisations: the
Wassenaar Arrangement, Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), Australia Group, Zangger
Committee and Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR).
For companies whose activities are largely outside of the nuclear/biochemical
realm, the Wassenaar Arrangement is arguably the best known and closely observed
of those. But the control lists of the other organisations – at a time of heightened
proliferation fears – are also important to follow.
As international beasts whose outcomes are subject to negotiations between their
members, the ‘multilaterals’ are not immune to politics. Indeed, they are platforms
upon which geopolitical and technological developments intersect with global
security. Complex stuff.
We are delighted that Diego Cándano Laris, delegate at the Wassenaar
Arrangement and the Nuclear Suppliers Group, where he chairs the Consultative
Group, will be on hand to explain some of the key developments in the multilateral
community over the past year – and importantly – their bearing on export control
compliance and counter-proliferation.

Lothar Harings and Marian Niestedt – Compliance and
enforcement of export controls in Germany
Germany is the largest exporter of plant machinery and hi-tech goods in the
European Union, and enjoys long-established trading relationships with both Russia
and Iran. It also has a strong culture of corporate compliance and well-resourced
regulatory authorities – amongst them, the Federal Office for Economic Affairs and
Export Control, better known as BAFA, the agency which administers and
implements EU export controls and sanctions in Germany.
How are German businesses looking to take advantage of the apparent
opportunities created by the relaxation of EU Iran sanctions in the wake of the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action? What has been the impact of increasingly-tightened
sanctions against Russia? How do German regulatory agencies enforce export
control compliance, and what consequences face companies and individuals in case
of a violation of the applicable regulations? How do German exporters ensure
compliance with EU and other control lists, and what are the lessons to be learnt
from recent enforcement actions and recent case law in relation to compliance
management systems?
These are all amongst the questions that Lothar Harings and Marian Niestedt of
GVW Graf von Westphalen will be addressing in this presentation – issues, of course,
which have a bearing not only for German companies and investors in Germany, but
for all other EU manufacturers and exporters of controlled goods.
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London 2018: Speakers and their Sessions
Alex Parker and Konstantin Bureiko – The global sanctions
terrain 2018
Eighteen months into the Donald Trump presidency, and, in some respects,
sanctions are more prominent in the terrain of global business than ever before: the
JCPOA is left intact, but almost in a state of limbo, awaiting a renewal of political will
(or change of wind). Likewise, the Cuba ‘thaw’ appears to remain on ice.
But against Russia, Venezuela and, of course, North Korea, the US administration
remains determined to show it is no soft touch: CAATSA – the Countering America’s
Adversaries Through Sanctions Act – is as bold as its name. And as at writing time,
North Korea, the focus of concerted international convergence, is drawing the
attention of increasing number of businesses as the ‘net tightens’.
In this presentation, Alex Parker and Konstantin Bureiko will give a tour de
horizon of UN, EU and US sanctions, emphasising those areas less well understood
by compliance personnel. They will describe the general direction of travel of key
agencies such as OFAC, grey areas, and underlaps between the respective regimes of
different jurisdictions.
This is a must-attend presentation given by two lawyers who advise businesses
and financial institutions at the highest level, both on practical, day-to-day matters,
and for strategic planning.

Luiz Prado – Intangible technology and tangible benefits:
the Google Approach to technology controls
With ever-increasing frequency, intangible technology presents greater export
control and related security challenges. What may have once appeared to be of
concern only to tech companies, is today a mainstream challenge. Not only is the
technology complex, but so is the law. For companies for whom technology is the
lifeblood, it is essential to interpret and comply with a rulebook striving to stay on
top of its brief.
In this session, Luiz Prado, Legal Specialist, Global Trade Compliance at Google,
will present on tangible solutions for intangible challenges, including those arising in
l Internet / cybersecurity
l Encryption
l Deemed exports and other data transfers
Luiz will be outlining recent developments in these areas and their potential to
impact on the technology sector – one of the world’s most vibrant economic drivers.
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London 2018: Speakers and their Sessions
Barbara Linney and Saskia Zandieh – Secondary sanctions:
sometimes a primary concern?
Secondary sanctions target non-US persons engaged in activities sanctionable under
US law, including doing business with entities or countries sanctioned by the United
States – even where there’s no US nexus. If imposed, individuals and entities alike
can find themselves on the OFAC Specially Designated Nationals (SDN) or Foreign
Sanctions Evaders (FSE) Lists, locked out of the US financial services market and
other sectors of the US economy, and prevented from doing business with US
companies.
Up until now, the majority of secondary sanctions were imposed on companies
and banks trading with Iran, but the lifting of many of these sanctions pursuant to
the JCPOA may be in jeopardy. In addition, the Countering Americas Adversaries
Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA) introduced a slew of possible new secondary
sanctions, especially as regards doing business with Russia and North Korea, and
many of these new sanctions have a human rights or anti-corruption focus.
The future of Iran sanctions is uncertain and the language in CAATSA is
sometimes vague, but what is clear is that the issue of secondary sanctions is a live
one and creates significant compliance risks for non-US companies – and their US
business partners alike.
We’re delighted that Miller & Chevalier’s Barbara Linney will be with us to finetune our understanding of the notion and nature of secondary sanctions, their
application – and why, in 2018, they’re riding high on the compliance agenda. Her
colleague Saskia Zandieh will explore the steadily increasing deployment of US
secondary sanctions as instruments of the human rights and anti-corruption
movements in addition to their traditional role as foreign policy tools and how these
new objectives impact sanctions compliance.

Sophie Delhoulle – Information overload? Make data tools
your friend!
Increasingly businesses are exploring the opportunities presented by new data
collection and collation platforms – hugely powerful tools enabling the storage,
analysis and management of information. For the trade compliance function, they
present both challenges and many potential benefits.
The obvious challenge is: how to manage controlled data whilst maximising the
efficiencies that such tools provide? But also – how can realisation through such data
tools be used to empower the compliance function and create commercial
advantages which will be appreciated across the Board? And what kind of
relationship is needed with other company functions to do so?
We’re delighted that Sophie Delhoulle, Director of Legal Services, Trade
Compliance, EMEA at Accenture, will be on hand to talk with us about her
company’s journey as it gets to grips with the ‘informatics revolution’ and the
discoveries made therein.
Is this relevant to you? Yes. If these kinds of technology have yet to cross your
path, they’re sure to very, very soon.
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London 2018: Speakers and their Sessions
Lourdes Catrain – National security, human rights and trade
controls: due diligence in the Magnitsky era
Human rights considerations have always played a part in the formulation of
sanctions and export control policy – though arguably playing second fiddle to
national security interests. (It’s an interesting point as to where one draws the line.)
In the current geopolitical climate, policymakers are more obviously factoring the
‘human’ dimension into trade policy – a development more than evident in, inter
alia:
l ‘Magnitsky’ and ‘Global Magnitsky’ sanctions introduced into the United States
and elsewhere
l Restrictive measures as a response to internal repression practices in several
countries
l The introduction of a ‘human security’ dimension into the recast of the EU dualuse regulation
While certainly to be applauded for their intent, ‘human rights-based’ trade
controls pose challenges – and perhaps a new approach – for companies looking to
stay compliant.
Besides placing upon them not only new due diligence demands and screening
considerations, certain policies have been criticised as adopting a more subjective
approach that requires the company make its own value judgements about the
desirability of business with certain jurisdictions and parties.
Moreover, the adoption of national sanctions on the basis of anti-terrorist
legislation, such as the recently announced asset freezes by the UK, brings into the
discussion the interplay between human rights and national security considerations
in shaping trade policy. It also raises additional questions of compliance for
companies and of the effectiveness of such responses.
We’re delighted that Lourdes Catrain of the law firm Hogan Lovells will walk us
through this new landscape – and the appropriate business response.

Emil Dall – Proliferation finance developments and the
insurance connections
Still awaiting a standardised definition, the term ‘proliferation finance’ is understood
to refer to the provision of funds used in the manufacture, acquisition, export or
other activities related to military, WMD or dual-use goods.
Increasingly, companies, financial and other services are including proliferation
finance due diligence in their compliance activities.
In this presentation, Emil Dall will outline recent developments and guidelines in
the proliferation finance realm – also showcasing hot-off-the-press research relating
to proliferation finance in the insurance industry (with relevance and parallels to
other business sectors.)
Emil, formerly a risk analyst for a major international insurer operating out of
Lloyds of London, is a Research Fellow in the Proliferation and Nuclear Policy
Programme at RUSI, where he focuses on sanctions, finance and illicit nuclear and
missile proliferation, particularly North Korea.
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London 2018: Speakers and their Sessions
Richard Tauwhare – ICT export control and sanctions
challenges
On account of the complexity, ubiquity and critical necessity of its contribution to
every part of our economic and social fabric, the ICT sector faces a huge range of
regulatory challenges in the trade control space – many of which impact not only on
the sector itself but on those using ICT-related services or products.
In this presentation, Richard Tauwhare of the law firm Dechert (former Head of
Export Control Policy in the Defence and International Security Directorate of the
FCO) will be walking us through some of the key issues and developments in export
controls and sanctions as they affect ICT, amongst them:
l The relaxation of controls on low-risk products
l The need to reduce differences between regimes that distort competition (and the
danger of unilateral divergence from the Wassenaar control list)
l Providing clarity for cloud service providers and users on their respective
responsibilities
l The impact of ‘catch-all’ controls.
Richard will also be looking at what may lie on the horizon – including the
possibility of controls on digital forensics – at future policy trends which may be
lying in wait!

Alex Parker and Konstantin Bureiko – The ‘50% Rule’:
application, and implication
In 2014, in the wake of the first tranche of sanctions against Russia for its
involvement in Ukraine and annexation of Crimea, OFAC published its ‘50%’ rule,
which holds that if a blocked entity owns, directly or indirectly, 50% or more of a
property, then that property (or company) is itself blocked.
An aggregate principle also applies: if two blocked entities own, between them,
50% or more of an entity (but less than 50% individually), the rule applies. And if
that blocked entity where to own another entity – the effect cascades down…
Given the difficulty of ascertaining beneficial ownership in many cases, the
situation can get pretty complicated. Add to that, the companies frequently need to
also apply EU guidelines on ownership and control.
Alex Parker and Konstantin Bureiko of Debevoise & Plimpton will be explaining
the 50% rule and its EU equivalent, and outlining in practical terms best practice in
ascertaining beneficial ownership under both regimes.
Given the prospect of increased numbers of designations (particularly under the
Russia sanctions regimes), this is a not-to-miss session for those in the field of trade
compliance.
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London 2018: Speakers and their Sessions
Jim Huish – Best practice in restricted party screening and
due diligence
Restricted party screening – or ‘knowing your party’ – lies at the heart of trade
control compliance. Software tools are essential to sifting through multiple
restricted party lists. But in many respects, screening, and other forms of due
diligence, remain more art than science if companies are to make intelligent
decisions about third parties – and the activities it is appropriate to engage in with
them.
How to meet and juggle the respective requirements of the OFAC ‘50%’ rule and
its EU equivalent? What are the implications of CAATSA for those doing business
with Russia? And how to avoid taking a ‘tick-list’ approach to screening which is
commercially detrimental – and jeopardises business relationships?
These are the kinds of questions which Jim Huish, Director of Compliance for the
EU and Russia at ZTE, will be addressing – alongside any that you may have – in the
course of a panel discussion on restricted party screening and due diligence.

Reid Whitten – Everything you ever wanted to know about
CFIUS but were too afraid to ask…
The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) has the power
to unwind your deal, even after it has been executed. Think about that for a moment:
All the time, effort, and, of course, legal fees, that go into an investment, merger, or
acquisition – lost because of an obscure but powerful US regulatory body.
Whether it is an investment or a strategic acquisition, foreign direct investment in
the United States has come under intense scrutiny recently.
In his presentation, Sheppard Mullin’s Reid Whitten will walk you through how
the Committee operates, then discuss what you can do to plan and prepare to
successfully navigate the narrow straits of a CFIUS review to the safe harbour of a
successful transaction – also touching on the recent push to modernise CFIUS, and
the impact that may have on, amongst other things, technology transfer with US
companies.

Ibtissem Lassoued – Gulf of understanding?
The United Arab Emirates – which includes the major international business centres
of Dubai and Abu Dhabi – is a figurative stone’s throw from Iran, and compliance
with the Iran sanctions regimes (both UN and the unilateral regimes of the United
States, European Union and others) has always been a practical concern for
commercial and financial institutions working out of those places. How has the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action impacted on regional compliance strategies?
In her presentation Ibtissem Lassoued, partner in the Financial Crime team of AlTamimi’s Dubai office, offers a ‘local’ perspective on regional trade control
compliance, including:
l The challenges of dealing with Iran in the context of the uncertain status of the
JCPOA, and
l The current trend of ‘de-risking’ – and how that impacts upon risk management
within the wider financial ecosystem
Given Ibtissem’s long-standing practice and hands-on experience of sanctions,
financial crime and AML issues in the region, delegates are assured a unique take on
what remains a key area of concern for compliance officers in industry, finance and
across the service sector.
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London 2018: Speakers and their Sessions
Warren Bayliss and Alexander Groba – The
multijurisdictional juggling act
The need to balance multijurisdictional trade control regimes has become a
commonplace for global companies; that’s not to say that it is straightforward.
Different countries and blocs have their own foreign policies and national interests,
reflected in control lists, designations and sometimes blocking statutes.
Also, where nations share interests and outlooks, that’s not to say that the
administrative or procedural nuts and bolts are aligned. And there is potential for
greater divergence, with the EU rewriting its export control policy, China doing
likewise, and the United Kingdom looking to ‘unshackle’ itself from Brussels.
Warren Bayliss, Global Head of Defence Export Controls at Rolls-Royce, and
Alexander Groba, Head of Customs, Export Control & Foreign Trade at MTU Aero
Engines are well-placed to discuss strategies for managing – and complying with –
multiple export control regimes. We look forward to their insights.

Jamie Rodgers – UK Sanctions In Anticipation of Brexit
Speaking earlier this year at the Munich Security Conference, British Prime Minister
Theresa May said,
‘We will look to carry over all EU sanctions at the time of our departure. And we
will all be stronger if the UK and EU have the means to co-operate on sanctions now
and potentially to develop them together in the future.’
BREXIT may mean BREXIT, but what does it actually mean for UK sanctions
policy once it’s happened?
The Sanctions and Money Laundering Bill – introduced in 2017 – is intended to
go someway toward addressing that question.
As Hogan Lovells counsel Jamie Rodgers will explain, the proposed legislation
will, when enacted, enable the UK government to impose sanctions in compliance
with United Nations Security Council resolutions and other international (including
EU obligations).
But it does more than smooth the path for a close working relationship with the
remaining 27 members of the European Union. The Bill would also create a new
licensing environment and broaden the scope for imposing unilateral sanctions – a
prospect which, in these interesting times may provide for potential departures from
Brussels.
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London 2018: Speakers and their Sessions
Bjorn Uggla – Nordic know-how? The Saab approach to
compliance
Sweden’s Saab AB is one of the world’s best-known aerospace and defence
companies employing around 15,000 people, and with a truly global footprint.
Amongst its formidable product line is the Gripen fighter system. But Saab also
produces submarines and warships, communications systems, civil security products
and subsystems – it’s a huge inventory of sophisticated products, parts and
technology.
So what’s the secret to managing the formidable trade compliance obligations?
We’re delighted that Bjorn Uggla, who has been Vice President and Head of Export
Compliance at Saab AB since September 2014 will be at the Forum to tell us.
Prior to joining Saab AB, Bjorn held positions within the Swedish Defence
Materiel Administration (FMV) – with the last four years as Counselor for defence
procurement at the Swedish Embassy in Washington. His observations on
addressing complex compliance needs at a time of geopolitical change will be food
for thought – for companies in both the defence AND the civil sector.

Dr. Andreas Furrer – Blockchain, cryptocurrency and
compliance
It’s little surprise that an increasing number of companies are now considering
blockchain technology (also known as distributed and decentralised ledger
technology, or ‘DLT’) to improve their business processes.
Blockchain technology uses cryptography, to ensure that transactions remain
private and secure – and there is significant potential for safeguarding the integrity
of business processes to store data in a manner that cannot be changed, stolen or
otherwise compromised by malicious software or third parties.
But as regulators step up their efforts to get to grips with implications of
blockchain, what kind of impact do or will blockchain-enabled business processes
have on the role of compliance managers and officers?
Having played an instrumental role in numerous blockchain projects, Dr. Andreas
Furrer, professor of private, comparative, international private and European law of
the University of Lucerne and partner at the Swiss firm MME, based in Zurich, is
well placed to give the low-down on blockchain and its potential to change the way
you view conventional business processes – and related compliance obligations.
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The Venue
THE VENUE – AND GETTING THERE
The Venue for the WorldECR Export Controls and Sanctions Forum 2018 is ETC Venues’ 8 Fenchurch Place, a
state-of-the art conference, exhibition, meeting and training venue next to Fenchurch Street Station.

How to find etc.venues Fenchurch Place
8 Fenchurch Place is located
through a large white doorway
right next door to Fenchurch
Street mainline station – also a
short walk from Tower Hill
underground and DLR stations.
It’s also well within a 15 minute
walk of Aldgate, Bank and
Monument Stations.
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By Underground
District or Circle Lines to Tower Hill
Station. Tower Hill is approximately
5 minutes walk.
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At the station exit, cross over the
Minories and follow signs to Tower
Hill underground station (100
metres away). Just before the
underground station entrance, turn
left down the steps. At the bottom
of the steps, turn right, up a slope
with steps at the end. At the top of
the steps, turn right and walk
towards the underground station
exit (25 metres up on the right
hand side). Follow the directions
from * above.

If you exit Fenchurch St via Exits 2
& 3, you will need to turn right
upon exiting the stations and onto
Coopers Row*, from here follow the
directions as outlined below for the
exiting the Undeground.
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EXIT 1

By DLR
Tower Gateway Station is
approximately 7 minutes walk
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By train
8 Fenchurch Place is situated right
next door to Fenchurch Street
station. Exit the station via Exit 1
which can be found at the end of
Platforms 1-4. When using Exit 1
simply turn right out of the station,
the main entrance to etc.venues 8
Fenchurch St is through the large
white arch.
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Follow Coopers Row for 250
metres (you’ll see a large stone
railway bridge ahead of you) and
at the end of the road, just after
the bridge, turn left onto Crutched
Friars. Carry on down Crutched
Friars for 250 metres and then turn
right into New London Street. Walk
along this street for 50 metres and
up some steps. 8 Fenchurch Place
is located to the left of the main
Fenchurch Street station entrance.

8 Fenchurch Place, London EC3M 4PB

Exchange information l Share expertise l Build
Tel:contacts
020 3735 2700 Fax: 020 7793 4201

Email: fenchurch@etcvenues.co.uk
Sat nav: 51.511805, -0.079185
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Hotels
HoTEL CHoICES
The area around Fenchurch Street is well served by hotels.
We have negotiated a special reduced rate with the 5-star Grange Tower Bridge hotel,
45 Prescot Street, London, E1 8GP. This hotel is just a few minutes’ walk from the venue.
To take advantage of the special rate when booking, call 020 7959 5000 or email
towerbridge.reservations@grangehotels.com quoting group ID 270618Y.
Alternative hotels nearby include: Guoman Tower Hotel; Doubletree by Hilton;
Apex City of London Hotel; and The Chamberlain Hotel.
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